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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
Sustainable Student Accommodation Solutions for 

Durban University of Technology Campuses 
The Durban University of Technology (DUT) hereby invites all capable and competent Service Providers/
Developers who are willing to go into long-term partnership arrangements with the University, to provide the 
much needed cost-effective, conducive and sustainable student’s accommodation.
Prior to the merging of the then ML Sultan and Natal Technikons, the on-campus student accommodation 
was sufficient or manageable, as most students resided in their homes and could afford commuting to and 
from campus on a daily basis. However, post the merger the institution attracted more indigent students, 
most of who came from outside of the 50km radius, something which put pressure on the institution to find 
more accommodation. This year, of the 16 338 students who are accommodated, the University is only able to 
accommodate 3 693 (22.6%), while the rest is accommodated in outsourced and private facilities. Lessons learnt 
by the University on outsourced accommodation suggest that in most cases, this type of solution can only be 
short term as it is not cost-effective, not conducive to learning and most importantly risky to students as well as 
the University, and hence this call for proposals on hybrid methods, that are more sustainable in nature.
The University believes that there is not a single solution in resolving the student accommodation challenge, and 
hence the institution intends looking at a number of long-term lease agreements. Hereunder is a list of some of 
the options which the University is prepared to consider, but it should be noted that this list is not exhaustive: 
•  Lease/rent to own approach 
•  Build Operate and Transfer (BOT) 
•  Lease Back Option 
•  Privately owned facilities but which are regulated by the University.
The institution is aware that some developers or service providers might be having facilities that are: 
•  Available for immediate occupation, which means their facilities are fully compliant with the University’s/DHET 

specifications with regards to students’ accommodation 
•  Not  fully  compliant,  and as  such, would need  some  renovation work  to be done over  a  short-term period 

ranging from 6 months to a year, before becoming ready for occupation by DUT students 
•  To be built  from scratch,  including  land acquisition processes, project planning tendering, construction and 
close out. Depending on complexity of a project, the expectation is that this type could take two to three years 
to complete.

The above options are meant to highlight firstly the fact that, the DUT does not intend awarding the contract 
to only one developer or one solution, but to a number of companies whose proposals meet or exceed the 
University’s expectations as detailed in this Request for Proposals Document (RFP). 
Conditions: 
•  The proposed accommodation must be fully compliant with DHET minimum standards applicable to students’ 

accommodation, refer to Item 3 of the detailed specification 
•  Proposals which include buildings which are to be renovated to meet minimum standards, or those that are 

to be built from scratch, should incorporate details of the full professional team members to be used by the 
developer, which should take cognizance of the University’s transformational agenda 

•  Preference  will  be  given  to  respondents  who  comply  with  the  University’s  current  Procurement  Policy  & 
Procedures 

•  Only  proposals  from  companies  who  are  B-BBEE  compliant,  and  scoring  not  less  than  B-BBEE  Level  4 
Contributor, will be considered. Alternatively, the University intends entering into long-term lease arrangements 
with companies that are B-BBEE levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 only, for this specific tender 

•  Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act  (PPPFA) principles will  apply, whereby submissions will  be 
evaluated according to the provisions of that Act. 

Request for Proposal (RFP) documents can be collected from the Procurement Department, ML Sultan Campus, 
Ground Floor, opposite secrutity from Tuesday, 24 July 2018 to Thursday, 26 July 2018.
There will be a compulsory briefing on Friday, 27 July 2018 at 09:00 at ML Sultan Campus, 41 - 43 ML 
Sultan Road, Conference Room, 7th Floor.
A  non-refundable  tender  fee  of  R500  per  RFP  is  applicable  (cash  or  swipe card payments)  and  payable  on 
collection of  the RFP or alternatively, an EFT payment can be made (prior to the collection of RFP documents) 
into the University’s bank account as follows: Account Name: Durban University of Technology; Bank: Standard 
Bank; Branch: Durban Main; Branch Code: 040026; Account Number: 050007068; Reference: FP01 301374 
- Tender Number: DUT 321.
The completed proposal must be placed in a sealed envelope, clearly marked: “Request for Proposals 
on Sustainable Students Accommodation for All DUT Campuses”. Proposals must be deposited into the 
tender box situated at Procurement Department, 41 – 43 ML Sultan Road, ML Sultan Campus, Ground 
Floor, opposite security.
The closing date and time for the receipt of completed proposals is Friday, 3 August 2018 at 12:00. 
No faxed, e-mailed or late submissions will be accepted.
Tender documentation enquiries: E-mail: khemrajn@dut.ac.za


